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The role of French companies in vocational training can be
broadly summarised by a relatively slight presence in the
area of initial vocational education and training but a strong
involvement in that of continuing training. The impact of
the Law of 1971 and the intensity of collective bargaining
around the issues of in-company training, reinforced by a
substantial number of laws and regulations, have led to
considerable development of continuing vocational train-
ing (CVT) for more than twenty years. Long held to be a
tool for resolving social tensions and assisting with employ-
ment problems, CVT increasingly emerges as a strategic
factor in the modernisation of the company.

France’s CVT system clearly reveals distinctive features with
regard to both its history and its structure. Thus, even if simi-
lar forms can be found in several other European countries,
the principle of the employer’s legal obligation to finance
training has been imposed on French companies more in-
tensively and for a longer period of time than elsewhere.

In this respect, it is interesting to know whether France’s
partners in the European Union have developped pro-
grammes for the continuing training of employees that are
equivalent in terms of scale and means of implementation.
However, the investigation and comparison of continuing
training practices in European companies comes up against
numerous difficulties, notably the national specificities of
the cultural and institutional contexts. This is why a Com-
munity statistical survey was carried out in a sample of com-
panies from the twelve member countries (see Box).

The main results of the French portion of this survey are
presented below and compared with equivalent data cur-
rently available from several other European partners.

CONTINUING TRAINING COURSES
Better Chances of Access for French Employees
Two indicators permit the use of continuing training to be
evaluated: the proportion of companies that have financed
training courses during the year gives information about
the distribution of CVT, while the opportunity for personnel
to have access to the training courses measures the inten-
sity of the companies’ effort.

France appears to have continuing training activities that
are intense but limited in their distribution among the

CONTINUING TRAINING IN THE COMPANIES:
FRANCE’S POSITION IN EUROPE
For the first time in Europe, company efforts in the area of continuing vocational education and training can be
measured with the help of indicators jointly devised to meet the needs of a Community-wide statistical survey.
This new source allows for a fuller reading of the French data within a European context. It can be seen, for
example, that the French case is characterised by relatively frequent use of training courses and, to a lesser
degree, training in a work situation. Conversely, self-training and more informal training situations (lectures,
workshops, job rotation, quality circles) are not widespread.

The Community Survey on Continuing Training
in the Companies

A statistical survey of continuing training in the companies,
organised within the framework of the FORCE programme and in
close co-operation with EUROSTAT, was carried out in 1993 in the
twelve countries of the EEC.
The survey is based on a preliminary study aimed at harmonising the
concepts, classifications and methods used in each country. CVT is
broadly defined to include all activities that are aimed at training,
planned in advance and financed wholly or in part by the employer.
It consists of courses offered within or outside the company, training
in the work situation (see Box page 3) or  participation for training
purposes in lectures or workshops, job rotations or quality circles or
self-training through distance learning or multimedia. Apprenticeship
and all forms of alternating training are excluded from the field of
the survey.
The French part of the survey, carried out by Céreq in collaboration
with the Lavialle polling institute, was conducted on a sample of 1,848
companies having at least ten salaried employees and belonging to
the private and non-private sectors' with the exception of agriculture
and bodies involved in the social services, training and health. The
French postal service and France Télécom, the French telephone
company, are included.                                                                        ■
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companies. In fact, its profile combines the highest rate of
access to courses with a recourse to training that falls within
the average. In the countries of Northern Europe (Nether-
lands and Germany), a majority of companies, regardless
of their size, have recourse to training courses. In the coun-
tries of the South (Spain and Italy), this proportion is much
lower and is concentrated in the large companies. In terms
of access to training, the efforts of companies in the other
European countries is on a level considerably lower than
that of France—at least ten points lower in the case of the
Netherlands, Luxembourg, and Germany, and even more
for Spain, Belgium, and Italy.

RECOURSE TO TRAINING, RATE OF ACCESS
AND LENGTH OF TRAINING

In terms of disparities in access according to categories of
workers, France does not stand out from its partners. In the
countries observed, with the exception of Belgium, men
tend to have slightly higher chances of access than women.
Supervisors and technicians are the two personnel catego-
ries that benefit from the most sizeable effort. Operatives
are at the bottom of the ladder everywhere, with clerical
workers and service and sales personnel occupying an in-
termediate position.

In all countries, employees in large companies have higher
chances of access to training than those in the SMEs. This
hierarchy remains moderate in the countries of Northern
Europe, notably Germany, but it is quite pronounced in
Spain, with France falling in between because of a particu-
larly low rate of access in the small companies (11 % for
those with 10 to 49 employees). The sectoral positions are
similar in all of the countries observed. Banks and insur-
ance companies rank first, ahead of energy and transporta-
tion equipment manufacturing. Conversely, construction,
the textile and clothing industry and the hotel and catering
industry are at the bottom of the ladder.

The average length of training courses does not exceed fifty-
six hours per participant, with little variation from one coun-
try to another: only in Germany is training shorter. There is
generally little variation in the length of training according
to the size of the companies. Short training courses for the
adaptation of competences to the employee’s current job
seem to predominate, with employers’ investments in long,
skilling training most often limited to the sums required by
law or agreements related to training leaves.

CVT Costs: Similar Hierarchies
Regardless of the Indicator Used
In the European countries observed, company expenditures
for continuing training represent from 1 to 2.2 percent of the
total labour costs. Three groups can be distinguished in func-
tion of the relative size of these expenditures: France stands
alone at the head of the list, followed by the Netherlands
and Luxembourg, and finally Italy, Germany, Spain and Bel-
gium. However, it appears difficult to measure the compa-
nies’ financial effort on the basis of this rate alone. Indeed,
two factors may contribute to the extent of the gap between
France and the other countries: on the one hand, the fact
that French companies are more inclined to record training
costs because of the declaration they are required to make,
and on the other hand, the fact that the labour cost with
which training expenditures are put in relation to is probably
underestimated (since labour cost is a broader concept than
that of wage bill, which is more commonly used in France).
Another indicator, the average training expenditure per em-
ployee, allows this second difficulty to be resolved.
Thus, in relation to a “European” average, the French situa-
tion seems to be characterised by a high expenditure per
employee, resulting from the high rate of access to con-
tinuing training and the duration of the programmes, which
is longer than the average. By comparison, the Netherlands
and Luxembourg (apart from hourly costs for the latter) gen-
erally show average values. In Germany, Spain, and Bel-
gium, the lower level of cost per employee (and of the pro-
portion of labour costs allotted to training) stem in fact from
opposing reasons: Germany combines an average rate of
access, a short programme length and hourly costs just
above average while in Spain and Belgium, the low level of
expenditures is explained above all by a very selective ac-
cess to training programmes.

COST INDICATORS FOR IN-COMPANY
 AND OUTSIDE TRAINING COURSES

While the relative share of CVT expenditures within labour
costs increases with the size of the companies in all coun-
tries, the breadth of the gaps observed between the differ-
ent classes is unequal: in Italy, the size of the companies
has a moderate influence on their financial participation in
CVT, while it is quite noticeable in the Netherlands, where
the rates of expenditure vary fivefold between the smallest
and largest companies, and likewise in Germany, France
and Spain, where they are tripled. The cost of trainee wages
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% 
Training 

expenditure per 
employee (francs)

Hourly cost 
(francs)

France 2.2 4 000 211

Belgium 0.6 1 470 228

Netherlands 1.8 3 255 263

Luxembourg 1.7 3 447 319

Germany 1.2 2 365 285

Spain 1.0 1 535 151

Italy 1.3 n.d. 227

1. Percentage of the wage bill

Proportion of 
companies having 
recourse to training 

courses (%)

Rate of access 
to training 
courses (%)

Average length 
of training per 

participant 
(hours)

France 48 36 52

Belgium 41 17 56

Netherlands 56 26 47

Luxembourg 50 24 45

Germany 59 24 35

Spain 21 20 50

Italy 9 15 41

1. estimated (Céreq)
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accounts for a large part of training expenditures, and this
is practically equivalent in all countries, between 40 and
60 percent.

The Training Plan:
A More Widespread Tool in French Companies
The existence of a training plan can help to measure the
extent that continuing training policy is formalised at com-
pany headquarters. In France, 35 percent of the companies
have a training plan, whereas this is the case for only about
25 percent of the companies in the Netherlands, Belgium,
Spain and Italy and not quite 20 percent in Germany. The
relative advantage of French companies in this area must
be qualified, however, insofar as the existence of such a
plan often has more to do with a legal requirement than a
real strategy. Indeed, companies with more than fifty sala-
ried employees are required to submit a training plan to the
bodies representing the personnel. In all countries, the elabo-
ration of a training plan is strongly correlated to the size of
the companies. Nearly all companies with more than one
thousand employees (i.e., 80 to 100 % of them) indicate
that they have such a plan. Conversely, in France as else-
where, only one out of every five or six companies with
less than fifty employees (one out of ten in Germany) has
such a tool for managing continuing training.

DIVERSITY OF CONTINUING TRAINING
Country comparisons necessitated broadening the concept
of continuing training to formulas other than training courses
and notably to include training in work situations (TWS),
lectures and workshops, job rotation, quality circles and
self-training. This extended definition allowed certain pre-
viously unidentified training situations in France to be
recognised.

DIVERSITY OF TRAINING SITUATIONS
(% OF COMPANIES INVOLVED)

France: Prevalence of Courses and Training
in Work Situations
The companies having recourse to diversified training situ-
ations are most often those which already finance training
courses. In the Netherlands, the two groups of companies
are practically the same, while in the other countries, and
especially in Germany, a minority of companies abandon
courses for other training situations.
If courses and TWS are by far the most common formulas
employed by the French companies, the most frequent

hierarchy observed in the other countries is the following:
(1) Courses
(2) Lectures and workshops
(3) Training in work situation (TWS)
(4) Job rotation and quality circles
(5) Self-training
It should be noted that lectures and workshops are used by
a large share of companies in the three countries of North-
ern Europe (in the case of Germany, nearly three-quarters
of the companies), while the two countries of the South
seem to ignore such practices, and France and Belgium fall
somewhere in between.
With regard to TWS, France is second only to Germany,
while Spain and Italy seem to rely on it only marginally.
There is fairly little recourse to job rotation and quality cir-
cles in the whole of the countries observed. This is also the
case with self-training except for Dutch companies, which
seem to be more open to such new practices.

TRAINING IN THE WORK SITUATION IN
FRANCE
Training in the work situation is widespread in large com-
panies (75 % practice it). It is also present in the majority of
the medium-sized companies (45-69 %) but only a minor-
ity of small units employing ten to forty-nine persons (31%).
The sectors with the highest rates are post office and
telecommunications (59 %), retail trade (57 %), automo-
bile sales and repair (43 %), machine and equipment manu-
facture (42 %), hotel and catering industry (42 %) and bank-
ing and insurance (71 %). At the opposite end are transpor-
tation equipment manufacture (16 %), manufacture of pulp,
paper and paper products, printing and publishing indus-
tries (20 %), transport (24 %), food-processing industry
(24 %)  and construction (28 %).
TWS is generally linked to training courses or other train-
ing situations. Among those companies using it, only a third
eliminate all other forms of training. This choice is most
often observed in small companies with fewer than fifty
salaried employees and in the retail trade, hotel-catering,
metalworking and construction sectors (which traditionally
use little formal continuing training).

Training in the Work Situation (TWS)
The TWS programmes included in the national surveys must meet the
following criteria:

 They take place at the work station with the usual tools;
 They have been decided upon by an immediate superior;
 They take place within a fixed period of time;
 They involve a tutor or teaching tools (software, manual);
 They are provided within the context of clearly defined objectives

("The person should be able to...").

Intermittent periods of on-the-job learning that do not result from
an effort initiated and organised by the company are not considered
as TWS. ■

Varied Objectives
The objectives of TWS fall into two different but compara-
ble categories: the management of employment and mo-
bility on the one hand, and the adaptation of competences

CVT 
overall

Training 
courses

TWS
Lectures, 

workshops
Job 

rotation
Self-

training

France 62 48 36 24 20 11

Belgium 46 41 31 28 18 12

Netherlands 56 56 21 42 9 28

Luxembourg 60 55 26 42 12 7

Germany 85 59 56 72 18 17

Spain 27 21 10 10 4 3

Italy 15 9 5 8 2 1
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to technical and organisational changes on the other. In the
second category, a major place is occupied by training pro-
vided by suppliers for new equipment (57 % of the compa-
nies invoke this objective), while in the first, training of new
recruits (65 %) is most often cited.

What predominates, however, is the sharp diversity of mo-
tives behind recourse to TWS. No objective is considered
unimportant and companies cite an average of four rea-
sons to explain their use of  TWE. In addition, the frequency
and diversity of motives increase sharply with the size of
the company.

Possibilities of Access Less Affected by Company Size
than in the Case of Training Courses
One out of five French employees benefits from TWE in the
course of a year. The chances of access increase with com-
pany size, but the disparities are much more limited than in
the case of training courses. The gap between small units
(10 to 49 employees) and large companies (1,000 employ-
ees and over) is about 1:3, with 10 percent of the personnel
entering TWS in the first group and 28 percent in the sec-
ond. In the case of training courses, the rate of access is five
times greater in the large units.

An Unfavourable Position for Workers
Access to TWS becomes more frequent as employees climb
the job ladder: 20 percent of engineers and managers ben-
efit from TWS, while the proportion drops to 8 percent for
workers, who occupy a marginal position in this form of
training. By contrast, the other categories are not only more

involved but show very similar patterns: technicians and
other intermediate occupations (apart from supervisors) are
in a situation equivalent to that of managers, and 17 per-
cent of employees in administration, services or sales have
access to TWS. The effect of company size on the possibili-
ties of access remains limited, especially for clerical em-
ployees and workers.

Considerably Greater Time Period for TWS
than for Courses
The time allotted to TWS corresponds to an average of a
day and a half per month. The intermediate professions and
managers enjoy the longest training periods—two days a
month for the former and nearly as much for the latter—
while workers and clerical employees receive training just
over one day a month. This modest hierarchy is fairly gen-
eral, regardless of company size. Two important qualifica-
tions must be emphasised, however. On the one hand,
workers are trained for longer periods of time in small and
medium-size companies (10-250 employees) than in larger
ones (over 250 employees). On the other hand, firms with
50 to 250 employees are the ones with the longest periods
of TWS (an average of 2-3 days a month), for all personnel
categories. Finally, TWS seems to last longer in the manu-
facturing sectors (15-21 hours) and less in tertiary activities
and construction (9-14 hours).

Overall, TWS appears to be a relatively well accepted train-
ing practice in French companies. Disparities among dif-
ferent personnel categories, company sizes or activity sec-
tors are less pronounced than for CVT, but its role as a
substitute for the latter is very limited. It tends to comple-
ment the recourse to training courses or other training situ-
ations rather than replace them. The use of TWS seems to
meet a need for additional training, notably one that bears
on adapting competences to the work activity or environ-
ment and that is best met through structured forms of im-
plementation that are far removed from the most informal
on-the-job training.

François Aventur and Martine Möbus
Statistical processing: Jean Pelé and Christèle Philippe

SOURCE

François Aventur, Martine Möbus, Jean Pelé and Christèle Philippe.
Enquête communautaire sur la formation professionnelle continue dans
les entreprises. [Community Survey on Continuing Vocational Training
in the Companies.] Technical report and preliminary results from the
French survey. July 1995.

The comparative data were established with the help of documents pro-
vided by several of our European partners: BIBB and the Federal Statis-
tics Bureau in Germany, ICHEC in Belgium, the Ministry of Labour in
Spain, ISFOL/ISTAT in Italy, CEPS/INSTEAD in Luxembourg and CBS in
the Netherlands. Our thanks to all of them.

% of companies
involved1

Employment
management

  Youth training
(apprenticeship, alternating
training)

  New recruits (other than
young people)

  Persons transferred to a new
post

Technological and
organisational

changes

 Training provided by
suppliers of new equipment

 Training provided by
immediate superiors for
new equipment, products or
processes
Adaptation to post (other
than above situations)

 Safety measures
 Other

34

65

35

57

24

22

34
  9

FREQUENCY OF TWS OBJECTIVES

1. Among total number of companies having recourse to TWS.
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▼ Updates

European Comparisons of
Men-Women Differentials
A seminar on "Training, Labour-Mar-
ket Entry and Careers in Europe" was
organized by the Institute of the Lon-
gitudinal Approach of the Laboratory
for Secondary Analysis and Methods
Applied to Sociology (LASMAS-Idl) in
Paris last December. This session dealt
with differentials between men and
women in terms of education, labour-
market participation and employment
in Germany, Great Britain and France.
In all three countries, women’s overall
level of education and presence in
educational institutions, notably
higher education, are on the rise,
although this development is more
recent in the United Kingdom. But
sharp disparities remain from one
training specialisation to another; for
example, women are much less
present in technical disciplines.
On the labour market, a considerable
rise in women’s participation can be
observed in all three countries. Their
titles and diplomas also tend to be
better recognised, as indicated by
rising wages and career advancement.
Contact: Patrick Werquin, Céreq

Céreq on the Internet
Céreq is now present on the World
Wide Web. Since autumn 1996, its site
has been providing information about
the centre and its research, as well as
direct access to all the services it offers.
Céreq’s documentation, the catalogue
of its publications, the monthly Bref
and its ongoing studies are now
available for consultation (Training
and Employment will soon be
available as well). Other data bases
will be added at a later date, including
REFLET, which lists diplomas and
student flows in technical and
vocational education.

Céreq’s site: http://www.cereq.fr

Céreq, Leonardo, Socrates, et al.

Two articles of the Maastricht Treaty give the European Union responsibilities
for vocational education and training. These have had various consequences,
including the regrouping of European projects into two programmes
("Leonardo da Vinci" for the area of vocational training and "Socrates" for
education) and the publication of a White Book on "Teaching and Learning:
Towards the Cognitive Society" in 1995. Meanwhile, since 1994, the
research and development framework programme has been devoting part
of its funding to "Targeted Socio-Economic Research" (TSER), one section
of which deals with education and training.

Céreq takes part in these initiatives on two levels, through its presence in
certain review bodies created on the European level (expert committees,
assessment committees) and the participation of its teams in European in-
vitations to tender.
Thus, in the context of the "Leonardo" programme, aimed at implementing
a vocational training policy within the Community, its involvement is
twofold:

 Expert evaluation: Céreq responded to a Community request to evaluate
Leonardo projects funded in France in 1995-1996. It has also drawn up a
report on initial and continuing vocational training in France.

 Direct participation in projects:
- a study on the observation of changes in jobs and qualifications in the
construction industry in Europe;
- the use of European surveys in the context of studies on the transition
from school to work;
- the "Intequal" project, intended to enhance the value of vocational
training courses;
- "Eurobac," aimed at creating a European diploma on the vocational
baccalauréat level;
- MAPS (Mapping and Profile of Skills), which attempts to increase
individuals’ involvement in their training paths for access to employment
or labour-market re-entry.

Céreq is also participating in a three-year TSER programme that began in
1995. The goal of this project is to develop a platform of minimal knowledge
necessary for occupational mobility and social advancement. Its focus is
twofold: a study of the labour market for those with low qualification levels
(identification of these publics in each country of the European Union,
their job prospects, the kinds of jobs they obtain, and the wages earned),
and the qualitative analysis of the kinds of practical knowledge associated
with the notion of "low levels".

In all, Céreq is participating in eight projects currently underway. And more
are probably in the offing, including two projects related to the DG XXII’s
invitation to tender on "Education, Training, Youth", as well as three other
TSER projects.

Contact: Annie Bouder, Céreq
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▼ New Publications

L’analyse des espaces locaux : méthodologies et indicateurs

[Analysis of Local Spaces: Methodologies and Indicators.]
Céreq-IREPD Associated Centres Research Conference, Grenoble,
15-16 February 1996.
✒ Gilles Margirier (ed.)
For the past five years, Céreq and its network of associated centres have been
organising research conferences to analyse the functioning of the educational
system and its relations with the labour market at local level. The conference
organised last February by the Institute for Economic Research on Produc-
tion and Development (IREPD) addressed the issue of indicators and
methodologies that may be used on the local level. Three topics were explored
in the different workshops:
 What system of information about employment and training at the local

level?: experiences in constituting and using data bases relative to an
infraregional space.
 Typological analyses and new representations of local spaces: the utilisa-

tion of data on employment zones and their interest relative to national infor-
mation on issues of employment, training and unemployment.
 Training supply and local socio-economic environment: creating the

vocational training supply.
These contributions show the usefulness of complete, reliable statistical in-
formation on the local level for a better knowledge of regional realities.
Document no. 118, Seminaires series, October 1996.

SÉQUENCES
Bibliographic Updates

Each month, Céreq’s bibliographic
newsletter, Séquences, informs its readers
of more than one hundred new references
in areas such as youth labour-market entry,
changing occupations and qualifications,
continuing training in France and abroad,
the organisation of work and human
resources management, government
employment policy, occupational mobility,
diploma certification, and competences.
A yearly subscription (eleven issues) may
be requested from the Céreq bookstore.

Diplômés de l’enseignement
supérieur : insertion des étudiants
sortis en 1992, followed by
Etudiants chômeurs, étudiants
salariés, doubles situations,
doubles comptes ?

[Higher Education Graduates: The
School-to-Work Transition for the
Class of 1992, followed by Student
Job-Seekers, Student Wage-Earners,
Double Status, Double Accounting?]
✒ Jean-Frédéric Vergnies
While the number of higher
education graduates has risen, the
number of jobs offered remains
unchanged, with the result that
increasing numbers of young
diploma-holders find themselves
facing unemployment, with a long-
er waiting period for access to a
first job than at the beginning of
the 1990s.
The situation is more nuanced for
engineering-school graduates, who
continue to enjoy a smoother tran-
sition in spite of the fact that access
to employment is slower than it
was before.
One new element has emerged,
however: career paths do not
necessarily follow training paths but
may evolve simultaneously.
Document no. 122, Observatoire
series, January 1997.

Construction et régulation de
l’offre locale de formation

[Creation and Regulation of Local
Training Supply]
✒ Maïten Bel (ed.)
How is the initial technical and
vocational training supply
constituted on the local level? Would
very decentralised decisions allow
it to ensure better co-ordination
between training supply, the
demand of the families and youth
employment?
The creation of this training supply
results from a complicated process
integrating decisions of an
institutional nature and projects
initiated by the schools.
Document no. 117, Synthèse series,
October 1996.

Céreq
CENTRE D'ÉTUDES ET DE RECHERCHES SUR LES QUALIFICATIONS

Bulletin bibliographique

Janvier 1997 - n° 1

S É Q U E N C E S

L’insertion des diplômés des Instituts universitaires de technologie (IUT)
et des Sections de techniciens supérieurs (STS)

[Labour-Market Entry of Graduates from University Institutes of Technology
(IUTs) and Higher Technicians Sections (STSs)]
✒ Daniel Martinelli
The main hiring prospects for graduates with polytechnic diplomas (DUT) or
higher technician certificates (BTS) are the intermediate professions, but the
rapid expansion of this sector affects only the over-thirty age group. Jobs are
declining for the younger candidates, who come up against competition from
university graduates, especially where intermediate occupations in the ad-
ministrative or commercial fields are concerned. IUT and STS graduates with
manufacturing specialisations generally undergo a more favourable school-
to-work transition.  In addition, for equivalent DUTs or BTSs, graduates with
a general science  baccalauréat and those seeking positions in the Paris area
find  better-level jobs.
Document no. 119, Observatoire series, October 1996.
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▼ In Focus

Accreditation of Work Experience

At a time when short-term training activities and opportunities for non-accredited training in the work
situation are on the rise (see main article), a recent procedure for the accreditation of work experi-
ence facilitates access to state-granted diplomas by recognising prior experience through exemption
from exams. This new right, instituted by the Law of 20 July 1992, has been extended to the whole of
France since 1994.
The accreditation of work experience (validation des acquis professionnels, VAP) procedure confirms
two principles:

- that the work activity not only makes use of competences and knowledge but also generates them;
- that knowledge can thus be acquired outside of any formal training system.

Consequently, anyone who has carried out a work activity for at least five years, whether it is continuous
or not, on a full- or part-time basis, can request accreditation of the work experience that relates to the
aims of the diploma he or she is seeking to obtain. The diplomas covered by the law are those of the
national education system, higher education and agriculture.

The VAP functions byformal application; it involves neither a written nor a practical test. To initiate the
accreditation process, the candidate submits a detailed description of his or her work activity in the jobs
that are likely to justify the request for exemption. This analysis of the work carried out must be pre-
sented in such a way that a jury can identify the competences entailed and the knowledge they imply.
Assistance in preparing the application is available to candidates. An accreditation jury, composed of a
majority of teachers, professors but also professionals in the field, is responsible for comparing the
competences developped in the work situation to those expected from a degree candidate. It can decide
to invite the candidate to an interview, which is neither a test nor a learning assessment but serves to
complement the information provided in the application or to obtain a better understanding of the real
work activity. The jury then decides whether or not to grant the exemption(s) requested by the candidate.

The jury’s accreditation decision is final. A refusal does not need to be justified, but the candidate can
seek one or more exemptions for the same diploma several years in a row. It is not possible for the whole
of a diploma to be obtained through the VAP, which means that the candidate must subsequently take
training courses and pass those exams for which the exemption was either not requested or not ob-
tained. The portion of the diploma covered by such an exemption is valid for the amount of time allotted
to passing the other tests (five years for the national education system).

The VAP procedure is strictly personal, and each candidate decides which course or exam exemptions
he or she would like to obtain. This right to accreditation makes the individual a subject rather than an
object of training: he or she becomes a collaborator in the creation of the knowledge involved. The VAP
process is thus part of the larger recognition of a right to life-long learning and another conception of
competence building. Whatever the conceptual and social advance represented by the VAP, however, it
also brings out the fact that all work situations and all companies are not equally fertile grounds for
training. If the work activity is too limited, the disparity with the diploma requirements strongly reduces
the possibility of exemptions from credits or exams, which means that certain candidates are thus at a
disadvantage in face of the law.

Annie Bouder
International Relations Officer
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«Les techniciens d’emboutissage :
Dynamiques d’apprentissage et
changements organisationnels»
[Metal-Design Technicians:
Dynamics of Learning and
Organisational Changes]
✒ Régine Bercot, Frédéric de
Coninck and Antoine Valeyre
For metal-design technicians,
hands-on learning has always
been more important than initial
training. This study confirms the
impact of current changes in the
organisation of work on learning
conditions. But it demonstrates a
certain continuity in training and
competences rather than a radical
break between old and new
models.

«La diversification du
recrutement des écoles
d’ingénieurs : L’exemple des
écoles du Nord-Pas-de-Calais»
[The Diversification of Engineer-
ing-School Recruitment: The Case
of the Nord/Pas-de-Calais Region]
✒ Françoise Chamozzi
The growth of engineering-school
recruitments through parallel
streams (after a two-year degree or
technological institute diploma)
mainly benefits young people from
modest families and young
women.

«Jeunes ingénieurs diplômés en France. Insertion, déqualification,
professionnalisation : Retour sur trois problèmes classiques de la sociologie
du travail»
[Recent Engineering Graduates in France. Labour-Market Entry, Deskilling,
Professionalisation: Another Look at Three Classic Problems in the Sociology
of Work]
✒ Jean-Marie Duprez
In spite of growing difficulties, the labour-market entry of recent engineering
graduates is most often structured by a genuine career plan. This plan, focused
on the company that it contributes to, most often anticipates advancement
within the company’s power structure.

SPECIAL REPORT: SCHOOL AUTONOMY

«Réputation et offre de formation. Les lycées techniques et professionnels»
[Reputation and Training Supply: Technical and Vocational High Schools]
✒ Maïten Bel and Philippe Mouy
The theoretical approach in terms of reputation is most often used in the
economic analysis of market exchange. Here it provides an original framework
for establishing the different kinds of relationships that schools may maintain
with their partners. It sheds light on the strategies they can employ in their
desire to evolve or simply to survive.
«Territoire et offre de formation
L’espace de formation, un lieu de régulation ?»
[Territory and Training Supply
The Training Space, A Site of Regulation?]
✒ Jean-Louis Hermen
The decentralisation of vocational training gives schools new options for participating
in local development. In function of its constraints and capabilities, they allow it to
play on the borders of its catchment area, the management of its partnerships and
its area of integration. Taken together, these areas constitute its training space.
«Formations en comptabilité
Une construction locale sous contraintes»
[Training Programmes in Accounting
A Local Construction under Constraints]
✒ Maïten Bel, Marie de Besses and Sylvie-Anne Mériot
In accounting, the reference to employment has little importance in the constitu-
tion of the local training supply. It basically responds to national guidelines and
the families’ wishes, notably to see their children continue their studies. Such a
situation is related to the characteristics of this specialisation, with its formalised
contents and cross-sectoral jobs.
«Formations en plasturgie
Une construction locale négociée»
[Training Programmes in Plastics
Technology
A Negotiated Local Construction]
✒ Jean-Paul Cadet
The study of training programmes in
plastics technology shows that the
partnership is above all a question of
capabilities and resources held by the
occupational branch and recognized by
the educational system. But it is also the
result of a dynamic reflecting the players’
determination to make it last. The
generalisation of this particular case calls
for prudence, however.

AUTONOMIE
DES ÉTABLISSEMENTS

Documents are on sale at the Céreq
bookstore's in Marseilles and Paris. Mail
orders should be addressed to:
Marie-Christine Antonucci
Céreq bookstore
10, place de la Joliette, BP 176
13474 Marseille République cedex 02
or Josiette Droniou
Céreq's Paris Office
11, rue Vauquelin
75005 Paris
Formation Emploi and the collection
Etudes may be ordered from:
La Documentation française
124, rue Henri Barbusse
93308 Aubervilliers Cedex
Please note:
All Céreq publications, unless
otherwise indicated, are in French.
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